New advanced X-ray system from Arcoma
Arcoma had been looking forward to present their new product at the Congress of
Radiology, ECR, in Vienna. But the ongoing corona pandemic stopped the plans. The
exhibition is cancelled and instead the launch of the Arcoma Precision i5 is made digitally.
Of course the Product Manager Linda Ungsten is a bit disappointed. Expectations were high to
showcase this year's new product at the European Congress of Radiology in Austria. The exhibition
were sold out and all the people within the industry planned to be there. Then it happened,
something that no one could have predicted. The Corona virus pandemic swept across Europe and all
major events were canceled.
Instead, Arcoma Precision i5 was launched live through a launch webinar to all our customers and it
worked well. We changed strategy quickly and have also demonstrated the functions for customers
directly from the demo room in Växjö, says Linda Ungsten.
The digital launch of the Arcoma Precision i5 is currently ongoing. The product manager explains that
the new system is a further improvement of earlier X-ray systems. It has a more modern design and
is more easy to use than the previous versions.
- Our focus is always on user-friendliness. Now we have succeeded in automating yet another step
for the staff, she says.
Thanks to a new auto-positioning wall stand, the X-ray nurses no longer have to manually set the
detector. Instead, the positioning is handled from a hand control and the detector automatically tilts.
- We continue to improve our products to make it easier for those who work closest to the patients.
Ergonomics is always the focus for Arcoma, says Linda Ungsten.
Another detail that has become particularly important today is that the Arcoma Precision i5 has been
designed to facilitate disinfection. Among other things, the glass overlay display has a clean surface
without any edges.
- In general, our design is clean, clear and user-friendly. This may be why we are ahead on the
Swedish market. We value the people who work with our products and strive to provide them with a
good working environment so that they can avoid strain injuries.
Like everyone else, Linda Ungsten follows the fight against Covid-19 at all the hospitals in the world.
Arcoma Precision i5 is a stationary X-ray system and is therefore not the first choice in the provisional
intensive care hospitals established around the world.
- But we can offer our Arcoma Intuition which has an installation cube. When using that, the whole
equipment is mounted in a cube with four poles where the design is completely self-supporting. It
could easily be used when, for example, in New York, converting hotel rooms to hospitals, she says.
March 12 this year, Arcoma launched its new X-ray system; Arcoma Precision i5. Arcoma Precision i5
is a system developed with focus on efficient workflow, safety and ease of use. Arcoma Precision i5 is
equipped with the latest screen technology and a new user interface which creates simplicity and
efficiency for the user. The system also has a wall stand with motorized tilt which simplifies
positioning.
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